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Abstract
Cup orientation is a challenging step in total hip arthroplasty (THA), to ensure comfort
of the patient and durability of the prosthesis. The safe zone defined by Lewinnek is
commonly used for cup orientation, but it is nowadays being questioned because it is not
patient-specific.
We propose to define a new safe zone for cup orientation, that considers patient-specific
parameters such as the pelvic tilt and the range of motion (ROM) of the leg.
We developed a software that easily computes a unique safe zone from these parameters in different daily positions, ensuring a cup orientation without risks of prosthetic
impingement.

1

Introduction

The success of total hip arthroplasty (THA) is highly conditioned by the prosthetic cup orientation. To reduce the risks of impingement and dislocation, surgeons follow the recommendation
of Lewinnek’s safe zone [5], i.e. 40◦ ± 10◦ of inclination and 15◦ ± 10◦ of anteversion, regarding the anterior pelvic plane (APP). However, the safe zone is today controversial [3, 6]: the
recommended cup orientations do not take into account patient-specific parameters.
We propose a more patient-specific safe zone, which considers the patient daily positions,
as well as the leg range of motion (ROM). We will first detail the method for the computation
of this multi parameter safe zone, and then present the software we developed.

2

Materials and Methods

2.1

Patient-specific Safe Zone

The proposed safe zone considers (1) the daily hip behavior of the patient, obtained from the
measurements of the pelvic tilts in supine, standing, and sitting positions, and (2) the desired
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ROM for six basic movements of the leg (flexion/extension, abduction/adduction, internal/external rotation) in these daily positions.
For each patient daily position (supine, standing, sitting), we compute one prosthetic safe
zone from the corresponding desired ROM, regrouping all anatomical cup orientations that will
not generate a prosthetic impingement after the operation (Figure 1). The resulting three safe
zones are then superposed together. The final safe zone is the common impingement-free zone
of the previous ones.
Each position’s safe zone is computed by geometrically moving the head and stem in the cup,
according to the considered parameters, and by saving the pairs of anatomical cup anteversions
and inclinations at the limit of impingement.

2.2

Required Parameters for Software

To easily present the proposed safe zone, we developed a software that requires eight inputs,
classed in three categories : pelvic tilts, prosthetic parameters and the ROM.
Pelvic Tilts. They give us information on the patient hip motion in three daily positions:
supine, standing, and sitting.
Pelvic tilt is defined as the angle between APP and the frontal plane, while APP is the
resulting plane of both anterior superior iliac spines (ASIS) and pubic symphysis (PS) points.
Literature already showed us that the pelvic tilts can wildly change from one position to another
[4].
The pelvic tilts can be acquired without invasive technology or precision loss, using the
echography based navigation system developed by Dardenne et al. [1].
Prosthetic Parameters. For simplification of the mathematical system, the prosthesis set
is approximated as a perfect ball joint, the cup as an hemisphere, and the stem as a cylinder.
The prosthetic values then come from specifications of the chosen prosthesis model:
• Radius of the prosthetic head;
• Radius of the prosthetic stem;
• Opening angle of the cup;
• Side of the hip to undergo surgery.
We also add parameters of prosthetic pose, corresponding to the stem orientation after
placement:
• Stem inclination, defined as the angle between the stem axis and the longitudinal axis of
the patient;
• Stem antetorsion, defined as the angle between the frontal axis of the patient and the
stem axis projected on the transverse plane.
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Figure 1: Safe zone computation process: for the desired ROM of each position, results an
impingement-free safe zone. The three positions’ safe zones are then combined into one.
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Range of Motion. As the patient must be able to perform daily activities normally, we use
the ROM to include the patient ability to make six basic movements: flexion/extension, abduction/adduction, internal/external rotation, in different positions as described above (supine,
standing and sitting). Exceptions are made for leg extension in supine and sitting positions,
being physically impossible. In supine and standing positions, the internal rotation is realized
around the patient frontal axis, after a preliminary leg flexion of 90◦ .
The complete ROM consists of sixteen movement maximum angles. In the software, the
ROM is initialized with default values from the literature [8, 9], although the surgeon can always
modify it according to the other parameters.

2.3

Tests

The software has been used to compute the patient-specific safe zone for a group of thirty
patients undergoing THA, whose pelvic tilts were previously acquired in the necessary positions.

3

Results

The resulting safe zone of one patient is presented as an example in Figure 2.

Figure 2: On the left, the resulting graph of the software. The stability zone (blue) is compared
to Lewinnek safe zone (red). On the right side, detail on how ROM movements influence the
stability zone.
On the left side, the computed new safe zone is compared to Lewinnek safe zone. The new
safe zone is irregular, as every parameter influences the result, so it is also unique for the patient.
The Lewinnek safe zone is wider, and some recommended cup orientations are excluded from
the new zone, involving a very high risk of impingement or dislocation for the prosthesis for
some movements.
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On the right side of Figure 2, we detail the influence of the movements on the prosthetic
safe zone. Every positions and almost every movement influences the safe zone, highlighting
the importance of including the combination of these parameters to our method.
The prosthetic safe zone represents all the anatomical cup orientations (anteversion/inclination) that respect all the parameters values, with the impingement as its limit. Theoretically,
if the chosen cup orientation is inside the zone, the patient shall never experience a dislocation
due to a prosthetic impingement with the given information.

4

Discussion

We developed a software for anatomical cup orientation in THA, that includes pelvic tilts in
daily positions. The parameters are acquired with a non-invasive navigation system, and the
software generates a unique safe zone for the patient.
Some authors also worked on patient-specific safe zone for cup orientation. Hsu et al. [2]
proposed a similar approach, but only keeping the pelvic tilt for supine position. Palit et al.
[7] tried to include bony architecture to the list of parameters, using CT scans to determine
dislocations risks. The approach is interesting but the hip motion is still not taken into account
in the calculations, and the measurements are made with an invasive navigation method.
The patient-specific safe zone software has already been tested with in silico conditions.
Our future work will include validation for in vitro environment.
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